
 

what is lights
Newton early 1700s particles
geometricoptics reflection refraction

Huygens 1700 Young early1800s
interference diffraction wavelets
superposition

by mid 1850s wave theory was dominating
over particle theory

Photoelectureffect
1839 Becquerel discovered photovoltaic effect

light exposure on some materials
generates voltages

late 1800s experiments with metals

lightelections ejected

u metal



PhillipLenard experiment 1900

Uv light vacuum inside

gfgogtasst.be

w

t

CDammeter measures current flow
shine UV light onto cathode registers a
current in the ammeter

saw that no light no current
current in space between electrodesmust be
same as current in the wines than meter

can measure intensityof current Ic vs

intensityof light Ie
Ie d Ie



now add battery to circuit

TI bias so anode is at V
relative to cathode

this will accelerate electrons to anode

Energygained byelections DE eV
However Lenard observed that the current
thru the ammeter did not change with
increasing voltage

but still observed Iea Ie
more light more current



next reverse polarityof battery

tee

Here elections would have to overco me
anode repulsion
Because battery is pumping charges to
cathode

electrons will need K E eV to get to anode

Lenard observed that as V increases
current dropped



but can make up for it by increasing
light current

However only up to
some voltage Vs

stopping voltage
and no matter how much you crank up
light intensity Ie still no current
as long as U Us
This implies that KE f ejected elections
is not proportional to light intensity

Next Lenard increase light frequency
and found current Ie turned on

so Ic a fight when V Us

this implies that KE ofelections ejected
is proportional to the light frequency
and not light intensity



Problems w classical picture f photo electriceffect
I at some stopping voltage current so

expect current to reappear by increasing
light intensity
result current intensitydoes not depend

on light intensity
current reappearsby raising light
frequency

2 it takes some energy work function 4
to free an election from the metal surface

any election would
have to absorb energy

from light intensity to build up enough
to get free
therefore there should be a delay between
seeing a current turning on light
result no delay seen current intensity

appears immediately



Resolution Einstein 1905

1 Photons are particles
2 Energyofphoton a photon frequency

W E h f he Planck's constant

pig h 6.63 153 J S
3 each election absorbs single photon andgains
energy E hf

to get to anode w stopping voltage Usand
work function of

KE h f O beVs

experiment to do
1 shine light w some frequency f
2 find Us that causes current to

vanish
3 vary f measureUsplot

Us
Vsthey

I fain f



Positive slope gives he

g intercept gives Us to Ole

Verified Theory fit thedata

note for any particle w chargeq going thru
an electric potentially it gains
energy

DE GAV
if q

e 1.6 10196 and I is measured in

volts then the energy DE edu

ex eel Guo c chargeofproton election l

and AV l volt

DE Lox15 c I 1 6 1519 J joules

we define election volt ell as

1eVL6xioTy
unit ofenergygainedby election than l volt



ftp.tgttttmetals Alum 4.3W
Carbon 5Oed
Copper 4 Zev
Gold 5 lev
Nickel 5 lev
Silicon 4.800
Silver 43eU
Sodium 2 7ed

Very small
But remember E he for photon

ex light w d 400mm

c Af so f ell

E E 6.63 3 5108
5.0 10 J small

then in eV E 5 10Tyga
3 led

so 400am in not going to ejectelections
except in sodium



that's why UV ultraviolet is used

note he 6.63 10345 5 3 108 5
1.989 10255my.tt iaj
1.243 10bev m

1.243 ell gum
1243 ev nm

This lets you convert from wavelength to

energy

ex X 400 um
E 1243,8ft 3 lev

ex laser pointer w output 5mW emits red
light 4 650 nm

energy f each photon E 12435ft
I GeV

in joules 1GeV 1.4101 3.1 10 J

each election will have KE met



electrons that are insideclose to surface will
need to overcome work functionof to getout

elections already on surface will absorbentire
photon energy
so max KE ht Kev elections on surface

KE IME z I TeV 3 1 15 J

v 2mÉ
Me 9.1 10 kg

r

zxziqof 24 IEp
8.25 105mfs

write Mev me cqj Mec p

Mec rest mass f election
9.1 1531 3 108 8.2 10 T

in ev Mec 8.2 1045y.gegg
5l1xio3eV

511 keV
then I met Cmec p t.aeU



B 3181h 27 10
3

Bc 2.7 103 3 1083 8.2 1053

photone
E.IT gt fx so felt

so E hey

Special relativity E petty
from other experiments Mo o for photons Js

SO E pe

p Ele Ele y

ÉkET for photons



Light intensity I in photon picture

I Yc for EM waves

y energydensity EOE for EM waves

intensity I flux unitsofPoff Eggyd
is the rateofenergy flow pertime thru an

area

in photon picture

take a volume AV DX full ofphotons
flowing then

II then area axe

photons per volume n

these go distance DX cat in time It

re photon flux photons area time

FEI.AE IEII EE na

if each photon has energy E he then

energy density is E n ya ht u



so r ne

A
C

If
so II hf.fr 8 per area per see

I Ping sina.ge In aPtEatIc

so I hf r

this relates wave intensity to photon flux
where flux meatsee
can define D photons see hitting surfaceof

area A
r A

and I Py power per area

so I f h f or h f Rp
or P hfy D 8per sec



ex laser pointer has 5mW power and 4 650um

R Ex
51531 650hm

IEag1243eVnm

1.6 10168 see

ex Sun intensity is 140ohm at top of
atmosphere
if all those 8 s were 400 um how

many
photons hit an area of I m per see

1400Up I m 1400W 1400J
total energy in 5 8 s

egging Ny
ht

Ng hey Nr 1243,4dam
J Ng 3 lev

14005 3 lev so NI 349 4de o aj
2.8 102185

lotsof8 s per sec



Xrayproduction
Produce a beam of electrons
I heat up a coil usuallytungsten

tungsten melting temp 3400 C 6200 F
heat energy

absorbed by electrons

energyequivalent of heat is via

Boltzmann law

Cheatenergy K T
K 8.6 10 112 1.38 102351k

room temp n 300k
so Q room temp 8.6 1054 3004

0.026ev tell
energyof 34008 E KT28.610591 3400k

O 29eV
this is below work function value for
tungsten u 4 Je V

But this is just the average many



elections will absorb more heat and
have enough to escape tungsten surface

2 accelerate elections using positive cottage

mtg T
Lilly

Vac

what happens whenelections hit plate

Wave picture
plate heatsup emits photons
same effect as prodig elections
from tungsten
spectrum of waves emitted s continuous

no specific energies
photon picture

elections all have u same energyevac
8 s released will also have same

energy from elections losing all of
its energy stopping



experiment confirms photon picture
ex elections accelerated thru Vac 50 V

E Joe V energygiventophotons

Eg h f hey 1243km JoeV

X 123 24 nm

X Gr x rays is a 0.01 310 nm

Dental x rays use Vac Go 70kV

E eVac
1243ft

for Vac Goku E Go keV box is eV

1 37 0.02 um



11fi 4 nnues waves

Light consistsofphotons particles

Which is correct Both

If you do an exponent to measure wave like
properties it will behave like a wave

Same for particle like properties

Photomultiplier tube detects photons

im election is accelerated to
1ststage which is at a

plated
Photoelectriceffect

W potential

é gainsenergy eVo and hitsplate
this kicksoff more electrons that share evo

energy
next place 2nd stage w potential V above 11



accelerate electionsfrom 1st stage to 2ndstage

each gain energy

2nd stage

2nd stage produces tertiaryelections that
head to 3rd stage that is at Vaabove
2nd stage

ii

stage
if you have n stages final current of
elections



I YE NIE
these are fast It 10 us

if you start w 1 photon and have N lo
produced at each stage in 10ns

I 10 48 1 0.16Amps

so its a photo multiplier

rmFYAEXAEE.uadontpin
Built into cylindrical form factor
pins at end are for various stage voltages
and final stage readout pin

that's why it's called a photomultipliertube Pat
can be used to detect individual photons



Diffraction wave picturegives

I Iosinc Taft a slit width
single slit

in Particle picture
ofof
of

sit love sheen with
at PMTsI

R
a

Readout each tube every
second I integratecurrent

charge
a makeplot of times Put had a hit us y word

will get same since Taft distribution

where as before Sino O y 12

Resulting distribution of put hits



ofof
of

sitat charge fromPats
t

R

Both ways of measurement gives same

result

I waves measure intensity

2 particles measure PMT hit spatial
distribution

Both give equivalent results
But waves are very different from

particles
light has wave like characteristics
light is made up of particles photons

so what is the connection between particles
waves



Correspondence between

wave intensity I powerper area per sec
photon flux r photonsperarea persec

is I r h f
If you turn down the light intensity you
also reduce photon emitted

Keep decreasing intensity
Eventually you get down to a single 8
and you can t reduce intensity further
I still have light

So we say that light is quantized

any light intensity consistsof some
huge of photons

This is a basis for quantum mechanics

But even w light if only I photon it's
still a wave

photonenergy E hf and momentum p lg
what is the wave nature



www.sina YIeagtek
wavefront

has definite wavelength

but is not localized wave exists

alonginfinite wavefront

particleshave position coordinates

but a particle not moving
does not have a definitewavelength

this implies that in wave particle
picture there is a relationship
between the degree that you can
know position uncertainty in x ax

momentum p ApHua p ha relation



single slit diffraction wave particle

TT

s g
dir

Its
from wave theory 11 minimum is at

a sin O X

uncertainty in wave position in slit

Dy a

wave has a momentum along a direction

Pz t k

for photon to get to 11 min angle
it would have to pick up some
unknown momentum Dpy
and can write sino tant Apg



at
t4

so asino DYABE d

n g
Dyapy h

this kind of relationship is common

in classical wave mechanics

Fourier analysis extensionofvector mathematics
on to functions

vectors

e pointsalong x



rules I I 1 J so d j o

2 T E L and j J l

how to calculate ax si
ay

Ax E I

ay T j J inner products

so we write E Éaiki
where To I i ke J
and a E ki

Fourier theorem
can take any periodic function Floand expand just like a vector

f o É giggle basis functions

I ET ai ki

calculate ai same way
Ai flo gilo do



for periodic functions floss can use trig
for the basis functions

gu o sin no or cos no

this works because of the condition
i j o fgncosgu.co do o

o unless him

ex g o A cos no

Aws no Aus mo do

each function spends half fo above
below so integral o

at unless Nam
z

f A'winodo Afflitcosano do
AI ZI AZ O

set A to get fgicojdo l



Fourier expansion Flo É aig lo

but of course we might not need to
let i if it converges fast enough

ex square wave

square IA
wave

can beconstructed from

m

mm

the Fourier expansion for square wave

fix AL it Eppsinft
you decide on how many tams in n to keep
to approximate f x

But
the more localized the wave the more wavelengths
you have to add to describe it accurately



so there will be a spread uncertainty in the
wavelengths added

b ZI wave number wavelengths
per meter

As you localize wave more theposition
uncertainty decreases DX 0 x along slit
for wave w wavefront DX alongthe
wave front that extends to a

so infinite DX has definite key
and very small Ax localized needs

more and more waves superimposed
each w different frequencies Fourier

so there's an uncertainty relation can beproved

Ax DK

This is purely wave mechanics from

studying Fourier analysis
But it applies to am

p ly and K 2 so I



so p lyk write hath Ch bar

hc 1243 ev um

so he HE 197.8ev um

Apply Fourier wave mechanics to QM

Ak AI and Dx Ak t

so laxapted Heisenberg uncertaintyformula

This is a deep fundamental law ofnature



DX APx3h12
Heightsmental to QM

you can not in principle know precisely
both position and momentum

also there's an uncertainty relation forenergy
DEA t 3h12

cannot localize in time and know energy
precisely
The more localized in position the less

definite the momentum

as Vice versa

But the theoryalso says more

The position momentum do not exist
until measured

only the probability forhaving some value
of position and momentum exist
The wave equation tells you this probability



It is not that you dont know position
momentum
its that a definiteposition adefinite
momentum do not exist

reality at subatomic quantum level

the onlything that exists is probability

This might seem odd orwrong but all
technology is based on it

sggodigi.IE w radioactive some

QM says
I can not predict when source will decay
2 can predict probability as function f timethat has decayed
3 Can make many measurements construct
probability compare w theory agrees



4 before measuring decay is not a valid
concept particle is in a superposition
of decayed and not decayed

state ofdecayed or not only is real
once you make the measurement

this is called collapse of wave function

Schrodinger cat we still don't agree about it


